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Effect of disorder on critical short-time dynamics
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Critical short-time dynamics in a bond-diluted Ising model is investigated in this paper using numerical
simulations. The effective static and dynamic critical exponents determined by the power-law scaling are found
to depend strongly on bond concentration and initial state. For weak disorder, the short-time scaling relations
for the system quenched from high temperature are observed to hold. In the strong dilution limit, multiscaling
relations for the system starting from the ordered state are found. Corrections to the short-time scaling are
proposed. The effect of disorder on critical short-time dynamics is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium critical dynamics has been an active
search field for the past decades. The systems underg
phase transitions usually show different stages of dyna
evolution after being quenched from high temperature to
critical temperature. Most well known is the late-time d
namics. In this regime, the order parameter decreases
shows power-law scaling behavior@1#. The scaling expo-
nents are related to the static and dynamic critical expon
of the system. However, because of the diverse relaxa
times at the critical temperature, the kinetics is difficult
characterize in real or infinite systems. Therefore critical
ponents may not be easily obtained from direct dynam
scaling.

In recent years, many efforts have been made to dev
dynamic scaling and universality for the critical dynamics
theshort-time regime. It was first proven using the renorma
ization group method@2# that the order parameter show
‘‘initial slip’’ behavior before it evolves into the late-time
regime where it starts decreasing. A new critical exponenu
was introduced and the dynamic power-law scaling was
tained in short times@2,3#. The static and dynamic critica
exponents determined by this short-time dynamic scaling
found to be consistent with those measured in equilibri
@3#. Since the measurement is carried out in short times,
off-equilibrium correlation length is still small compared
the system size. The accurate determination of critical ex
nents using critical dynamics is possible. Therefore,
short-time dynamic scaling provides an alternative appro
for investigation of kinetics of the nonequilibrium system

Despite the initial success, many important issues pe
nent to the short-time dynamic scaling still remain untouch
in disordered systems. First, most of the disordered system
have ‘‘glassy’’ phases at low temperatures. Since the re
ation time is very large in this stage, it appears that the o
way to characterize the phase transition in disordered sys
using nonequilibrium dynamics is to analyze its short-tim
behaviors at the transition temperature. However, whethe
not the dynamic scaling holds in short-time regime in dis
dered systems still remains unknown. This question, th
fore, needs to be studied in depth. Second, the concep
scaling and universality for phase transition in disorde
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systems is challenged in the on-equilibrium dynamics: T
static and dynamic exponents are found to depend on
strength of disorder@4#. For example, the dynamic expone
z is quite different from that in the pure systems and var
with the strength of disorder. Because of its importance,
issue in a short-time off-equilibrium dynamics deserves f
ther investigation. Third, the static and dynamic expone
obtained from short-time dynamic scaling for systems st
ing from two extreme initial states, i.e., completely diso
dered and ordered states, are found to be the same in m
pure systems@3#. Whether the short-time dynamics in diso
dered system has the same property, or whether the cri
exponents are independent of the initial state is still an o
question.

Understanding of the nonequilibrium critical dynamics
disordered systems is important for the development and
plication of the short-time critical dynamics. Several rece
works begin to address some of these issues in the cri
short-time dynamics in disordered systems. For example,
ing renormalization group method@5# and Monte Carlo
simulation @6,7#, dynamic scaling is found to be valid in
short times. However, the issue concerning the universa
of static and dynamic exponents obtained from short-ti
dynamics was not addressed. Moreover, the effect of diso
on critical short-time dynamics and the correction to sho
time scaling have not been systematically investigated. Th
and the aforementioned problems need to be resolved be
the short-time critical dynamics can be applied to study
the phase transitions in disordered systems.

In this paper, an exactly solvable bond-diluted Isi
model is employed to investigate the effect of disorder on
critical short-time dynamics. Monte Carlo simulation is us
extensively in this paper. In the following section, we intr
duce a bond-diluted Ising model and critical short-time d
namics. In Sec. III, we analyze the critical short-time dyna
ics in systems starting separately from disordered
ordered initial states. Critical exponents obtained under th
two conditions are compared. In Sec. IV, we calculate
dynamic exponentz for systems with various bond concen
trations. Based on these results, we propose the correc
to critical short-time dynamics. In Sec. V, we analyze t
effects of dilution and initial states on the critical short-tim
dynamics.
©2002 The American Physical Society30-1
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II. MODEL SYSTEM AND CRITICAL SHORT-TIME
DYNAMICS

The McCoy-Wu model is an anisotropic Ising model th
is solvable exactly@8,9#. The model used in this paper is
similar two-dimensional bond-diluted model on square l
tice proposed by Longa@10#. Its Hamiltonian is written as

Ĥ52J0(
j ,k

Sj ,kSj ,k112(
j ,k

JkSj ,kSj 11,k , ~1!

wherej labels the rows andk labels the columns of a squar
lattice. Jk denotes the strength of interaction among a c
umn of spins and is a random variable with probability d
tribution function P(Jk)5(12p)d(Jk)1pd(Jk2J0). The
critical temperatureTc of the bond-diluted Ising model is
given by the following expression:

exp~22pJ0 /kBTC!5tanh~J0 /kBTC!. ~2!

For bond concentration 0,p<1, long-range magnetic orde
exists andTc is nontrivial.

According to critical short-time dynamics, after the sy
tem is quenched from an initial state with magnetizat
m(t50)5m0!1, the global magnetizationm(t), the sus-
ceptibility x(t)}M2(t), and the autocorrelation functio
C(t) should follow the power-law scaling relations@3#

M ~ t ![F K 1

N (
i 51

N

Si L G;tu, ~3a!

M2~ t ![F K S 1

N (
2851

N

S28D 2L G;t @d22b/n#/z, ~3b!

and

C~ t ![F K 1

N (
i 51

N

Si~ t !Si~0!L G;t2d/z1u. ~3c!

Here ^¯& denotes the average over spin configuration at
50 ~m0 is fixed!. @¯# denotes the average over rando
bond configurations for fixedp. d52 is the spatial dimen-
sion. If the initial state is completely ordered (m051), the
magnetization and the Binder cumulantU1(t) should follow
the power laws in time,

M ~ t !;t2b/nz ~4a!

and

U1~ t ![
@^M2~ t !&#

@^M ~ t !&#221;td/z. ~4b!

Equations~3! and ~4! are valid in short times when the sy
tem sizeL is large.

In general, the critical short-time dynamic scaling for t
kth moment of magnetization in a finite system can be w
ten as

M ~k!~ t,m0 ;L !5b2kb/nM ~k!~b2zt,bx0m0 ;b21L !, ~5a!
03613
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whereL is the system size andb is a size-scaled factor,x0
5uz1b/n. The Binder cumulants can be written as@3#

U~ t,L !5U~ tbz,bL!, ~5b!

where U(t)5U1(t) for system withm051 and U(t) be-
comesU0(t)[12@^M4(t)&#/3@^M2(t)&#2 for systems with
m050.

To verify the critical short-time dynamic scaling, we us
heat-bath Monte Carlo simulation technique. An attempt
update of all spins is defined to be one Monte Carlo s
~MCS!. It was found@11# that the heat-bath spin update a
gorithm could reduce the microscopic timetm ~typically ;5
MCS! within which Eqs.~3! and ~4! may not be valid. The
periodic boundary conditions are used.

III. POWER-LAW SCALING FOR SHORT-TIME
DYNAMICS IN SYSTEM WITH pÄ0.5

When p51.0, the system governed by Eq.~1! is a pure
Ising model and the critical dynamics has been extensiv

FIG. 1. Log-log plots of the total magnetization after the syst
is quenched from a disordered state.m0 is the magnetization att
50, p50.5.

FIG. 2. Log-log plots ofM2(t) andC(t). L5512, p50.5, and
m050.
0-2
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EFFECT OF DISORDER ON CRITICAL SHORT-TIME . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 036130
investigated@3#. Whenp tends to 0, power-law scaling@Eqs.
~3!–~5!# for short-time dynamics needs to be checked. The
fore, we first consider a system with a median dilution ap
50.5. The critical temperature can be determined by Eq.~2!
asJ0 /kBTc50.609 378.

We investigated several systems with different sizes~L
5128, 256, 512, and 1024!. We find asL>256, there is no
finite-size effect on the physical quantities measured. In
system withL5512, the bond-configuration average and t
initial spin-configuration average for each physical quan
are 5000 and 1000, respectively.

For each of the systems, we prepared two initial sta
One is the ordered state withm051; and another is the
well-prepared disordered state withm050. The dynamics are
studied for each system following the subsequent evolu
from each of the initial states.

Figure 1 shows the short-time increase of magnetiza
after the system is quenched from the disordered state.
data can be well fitted to Eq.~3a!. The exponent isu
50.176(3) ifm0 is extrapolated to zero.M2(t) andC(t) of
the system, which started from a completely disordered s
(m050), are shown in Fig. 2. They are all fitted well t
power-law relations. The exponents in Eqs.~3b! and~3c! are
d/z22b/zn50.647(9) andd/z2u50.554(0), respectively.
Finite-size scaling relations@Eqs. ~5!# are also tested. The
exponents 2b/n andz can be measured. Figure 3 shows t

FIG. 3. Finite-size scaling for the Binder cumulantU0(t). The
lines are original data and the symbols are the rescaled data.~The
time is rescaled by a factor of 2z.!
03613
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determination of dynamic exponentz by rescaling the Binder
cumulantU0(t). In Table I, the exponentsu, b/n, andz de-
termined by power-law scaling and finite-size scaling re
tions are listed.

The evolution of magnetizationM (t) and Binder cumu-
lant U1(t) after the system is released from an ordered s
(m051) are shown in Fig. 4. In the time regime~1–500
MCS! considered,M (t) and U1(t) cannot be fitted well to
power-law relations. If we take the microscopic time to
150 MCS, M (t) and U1(t) can be fitted to Eqs.~4a! and
~4b!, respectively, with acceptable errors. The expone
2b/n andz are also determined by finite-size scaling for t
second momentM (2)(t). Table I lists the results.

In Table I we compared/z and b/zn obtained from the
short-time dynamics of the systems that start from the ini
states withm051 and m050. The data listed in Table
indicate that the exponents determined from these two st
are significantly different if the scaling relations@Eqs. ~3!–
~5!# are used. In particular, much large difference is obser
for the exponentb/n.

To summarize, we find that in a bond-diluted Ising mod
with p50.5, the short-time power-law dynamic scaling
exact if the initial state is completely disordered (m050).
The exponents determined by power-law scaling and fin
size scaling relations are consistent with each other. H
ever, when the initial state is ordered (m051), the micro-
scopic timetm is found to be as large as 150 MCS. Mo
striking is the result where the static and dynamic expone

FIG. 4. Log-log plots of the magnetizationM (t) and the Binder
cumulantU1(t). L5512, p50.5, andm051.
TABLE I. The scaling exponents obtained from Eqs.~3!–~5! for a bond-diluted Ising model with bond
concentrationp50.5.

m051 m050

d/z b/zn u d/z b/zn

Power-law
scaling

0.61760.005 0.05460.002 0.176~2! 0.73~1! 0.042~0!

Finite-size
scaling

0.71~8! 0.04~0! 0.78~5! 0.04~5!
0-3
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obtained from short-time dynamics with different initi
states are not consistent with each other. This discrepa
will be considered below and the corrections to the scaling
the short-time dynamic in the system starting from orde
state will be addressed.

IV. EFFECT OF DISORDER ON THE CRITICAL
SHORT-TIME DYNAMICS

A. Effect of disorder on critical exponents

We now investigate the critical short-time dynamics in t
systems with different bond concentrations. Att50, the sys-
tems are completely ordered (m051). Figure 5 shows the
effect of p on the evolution of magnetizationM (t) in early
short-time regime~t,1000 MCS!. Whenp decreases,M (t)
deviates significantly from the power-law scaling relati
@Eq. ~4a!#. If we define D(t)[d@ ln M(t)#/d@ln(t)#, and the
microscopic timetm is assumed to be the crossover tim
whenD(t) becomes a constant. ThenM (t) can be fitted to
Eq. ~4a! in time regimet>tm , and the effective exponent i
measured. Table II liststm and corresponding effective expo
nentb/zn for the systems with various bond concentratio
p. The Binder cumulantsU1(t) are shown in Fig. 6. The
effective exponentd/z can be determined by fitting the da
in macroscopic time regime (t>tm) to Eq.~4b!. Table II lists
all the results.

FIG. 5. Log-log plots of the magnetizationM (t) in the systems
with different bond concentrationsp. m051, L5512. The dashed
line is M (t) for a pure Ising model.
03613
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The effective exponentsd/z and b/zn as functions ofp
are plotted in Fig. 7~a!. It shows thatb/zn is independent of
p and d/z can be fitted to a linear function ofp under the
assumption that the power-law scaling relations@Eqs. ~4!#
hold in early short-time regime.

The exponentsb/n andz can also be measured by finite
size scaling relations@Eqs. ~5!# in the system starting from
completely disordered state. Table II listsz andb/n for dif-
ferent systems. Figure 7~b! shows the dynamic exponen
determined from systems starting from disordered and
dered states, respectively.

B. Correction to short-time critical scaling

From the Monte Carlo studies, we observed the differe
in short-time critical scaling in a bond-diluted Ising mode
As mentioned earlier, when the system is quenched fr
high-temperature disordered state, the short-time scalin
exact and the critical exponents do not change with bo
concentrations significantly. But for the system starting fro
the ordered state, the power-law scaling relations are c
pletely broken down in short times. This discrepancy is ve
interesting and also important for critical short-time dyna
ics. As the marginal irrelevance of disorder is expected
disordered system with little dilution@13,14#, we can make
necessary corrections to the short-time dynamic scaling
pure systems@Eqs. ~3!–~5!# and solve the problem in the
bond-diluted Ising model.

FIG. 6. Log-log plots of the Binder cumulantsU1(t) in the
systems with different bond concentrationsp. m051, L5512. The
dashed line isU1(t) for a pure Ising model.
TABLE II. The exponents obtained from short-time scaling. The effective exponentsd/z andb/zn are
determined by power-law scaling for systems withm051 (L5512). The exponentz andb/n are determined
by finite-size scaling for a pair of latticesL532 andL564, m050.

p 0.1 0.2 0.35 0.5 0.8 1.0

tm ~MCS! 5000 507 98 51 32 2
d/z 0.396~3! 0.502~8! 0.616~9! 0.79~6! 0.92~5!

b/zn 0.05~9! 0.05~4! 0.054~6! 0.053~9! 0.054~6! 0.056~8!

z 2.48 2.54 2.52 2.58 2.36 2.14~5!

b/n 0.115 0.115 0.124 0.115 0.120 0.125
0-4
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Corrections to short-time critical scaling have been st
ied in some disordered systems and systems with metas
states@15–18#. Here we look at the general correction to t
critical dynamics in the bond-dilute McCoy-Wu model.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of magnetization up
10 000 MCS after a completely ordered system is place
the critical temperature. The deviation from power law
obvious whenp tends to zero. We now consider the leadi
scaling correction for systems with various bond concen
tions. From the critical singularity of specific heat
McCoy-Wu model, the correlation lengthj(t) at the critical

FIG. 7. ~a! The exponentsd/z andb/n at different bond concen
trationsp. m051 andL5512. The solid line is a linear fit.~b! The
dynamical exponents and crossover timetm at various bond concen
trationsp. z1 is the dynamical exponent obtained from dynamic
scaling for U1(t) and z0 is the dynamical exponent obtained b
finite-size scaling forU0(t). The right axis is in logarithm scale
Lines are guides to the eye.
03613
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temperature can be proposed as@8,9#

j~ t !;t1/z/@11C0 ln~ t !#1/z8, ~6!

wherez8(p) is a new exponent and is a function ofp. When
p51, 1/z8(p)50 for a pure Ising model. According to Eq
~6!, Eqs.~3!–~5! can be modified. The correction to Eq.~4a!
can be written as

M ~ t !;t2b/nz/@11A~p!ln~ t !#B~p!, ~7!

whereA(p) andB(p) are functions that depend only on th
bond concentration. Assume thatz8(p)5z is independent of
p whenp tends to zero, then Eq.~5b! can be changed to

U~ t,L !5U~ tbz/@11A~p!lnt#,bL!. ~8!

If A(p) is small, Eqs.~7! and~8! are consistent with power
law scaling relations in the early short-time regime, i.e.,tm
,t,1000 MCS.

Corrections toM (t) in systems starting fromm051 are
shown in Fig. 8~b/zn is fixed at 0.0570!. Table III lists the
correspondingA(p) andB(p). Binder cumulants in system
starting fromm050 are rescaled by Eq.~8!. Figure 9 shows
the finite-size scaling forU0(t) in systems withp50.35.
Two pairs of lattices, (L1 ,L2)5(16,32) and (L1 ,L2)
5(32,64), are used to determine the exponentz. Table III
lists all the results.

From the data in Table III and Figs. 8 and 9, we c
devise proper corrections to scaling for short-time critic

l

FIG. 8. Log-log plots of the magnetization~symbols! in the time
regime@100, 10 000# in systems with different bond concentration
p. m051, L5512. The solid lines are the fits of Eq.~7!.
y
TABLE III. The coefficientsA(p) andB(p) of fits in Eq.~7!. z is the dynamical exponent determined b
Eq. ~8! for system withm050.

p 0.2 0.35 0.5 0.8

A(p) 0.120 0.062 0.098 0.10
B(p) 0.032 0.030 0.031 0.026

z 2.20 2.18 2.19 2.14
0-5
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dynamics. The corrections to the scaling can be fitted v
well to the Monte Carlo simulation results. The critical e
ponents determined from systems withm051 and m050
from this fitting are consistent with each other. It should
mentioned that several other corrections to short-time
namics in the diluted Ising models are proposed recen
including the logarithm correction@15# and inverse power-
law correction@16#. We have tested these correction form
However, we find that they do not fit well the short-tim
dynamics in the bond-diluted Ising model.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results from the early works show that in disorde
systems, the critical exponents depend on the strengt
disorder@12#. In the bond-diluted Ising model governed b
Eq. ~1!, it is found by the equilibrium critical scaling that th
exponentsz andb/n increase with decreasing bond conce
tration p, andz→` as p tends to zero. The effective expo
nentsz and b/n obtained from power-law scaling in earl
short-time regime support these results quantitatively. Ho
ever the effective static and dynamic exponents obtained
power-law short-time scaling for systems starting from
dered (m051) and disordered (m050) states are not con
sistent with each other.

For the system starting from a completely disordered s
(m050), the strength of disorder only affects the micr

FIG. 9. Finite-size scaling for the Binder cumulantU0(t). The
lines are original data and the symbols are the rescaled data.„The
time is rescaled ast/@11A(p)ln t#Lz.… p50.35 andm050.
. B
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scopic timetm . It seems thattm does not depend strongly o
the bond concentrationp. In the weak dilution limit, the
power-law scaling relations@Eqs. ~3!# may still be valid in
short times. In the strong dilution limit (p→0), we found
that the short-time dynamic scaling relations for the syst
starting from ordered states (m051) are completely broken
down. There exist three stages of dynamic evolution in
system starting from the ordered state. In time period
100–1000 MCS, the power-law decay ofM (t) is observed,
which is similar to that in a pure Ising system. Eq.~4a! is
irrelevant to the disorder and the effective exponentb/zn is
independent of bond concentration. For strong bond dilut
and in relatively longer times (t.1000 MCS), the effect of
disorder on dynamics needs to be taken into account.
corrections to dynamic scaling result in consistent expone
i.e., exponents are independent of disorder and initial st
and the exponents are comparable with those of pure I
model. In the microscopic time regime, the dynamic beh
ior of M (t) is unique. We suspect that the initial microscop
kinetics and disorder in the system may be the cause for
behaviors in this regime. More detailed investigation is u
derway in a very strong dilution limit, for example, a
p50.01.

Why there exists the discrepancy between the short-t
dynamics in systems withm050 andm051 could be attrib-
uted to the following reasons. In pure Ising systems,
short-range order can be achieved for both systems evo
from ordered and disordered states. But in bond-diluted Is
systems, because of the disorder, the correlation in the
tem starting from an ordered state is destroyed in short tim
Therefore the initial state significantly affects the critical e
ponents determined by short-time dynamics in the disorde
system.

In summary, we studied the critical short-time dynam
of the bond-diluted Ising models using Monte Carlo simu
tions. We found that when the dilution is large, the effecti
static and dynamic exponents determined from power-
scaling in early short-time regime in systems starting fro
disordered and ordered initial states are apparently differ
General corrections to short-time dynamics are proposed
are found to fit the simulation results well.
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